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Abstract

Astronaut photography from the International Space Sta-
tion provides the highest spatial resolution nighttime Earth
observations imagery publicly available, offering up to a
150x increase in resolution over other freely accessible
satellite data sources. Yet, this imagery is underutilized in
science applications because it lacks the geolocation meta-
data required for downstream analysis. We present Night-
Match , a fast and accurate method for localizing and geo-
rectifying nighttime astronaut photography. By combining
street network data with daytime satellite imagery, we pro-
duce a reliable reference target for similarity detection via
pairwise image matching. We curate and release the Astro-
naut Imagery Matching Subset - Night (AIMS-Night), a col-
lection of 363 images and ground truth localizations, and
benchmark our method against this set to establish a robust
localization pipeline. Our method correctly localizes 81.8%
of AIMS-Night, and can be quickly deployed on the over 2
million nighttime astronaut photographs to produce a high
quality analysis-ready data product.

1. Introduction

Nighttime astronaut photography of Earth is the highest
spatial resolution nighttime remote sensing data set that is
publicly available. The imagery is acquired under unique
conditions as each photograph is taken by an astronaut on
the International Space Station (ISS), approximately 415
kilometers above the Earth’s surface. From this vantage
point an astronaut will see 15 to 16 sunrises and sunsets ev-
ery 24 hours, and can view an area of the Earth that stretches
over 2000 kilometers in each direction. Astronauts acquire
imagery of Earth in response to research requests, natural
disaster response efforts, for educational projects, and for
public outreach. To date, there are over 4.6 million astro-
naut photographs in the Gateway to Astronaut Photography
of Earth database, an archive maintained by NASA’s Earth
Science and Remote Sensing Unit. Of these 4.6 million,
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Figure 1. The nighttime astronaut photo geolocation problem.
Astronauts can take a photo of a city in a large and continuous
search area due to their wide field of view and high focal length
lenses. We seek to rapidly localize these images by identifying the
most likely areas to photograph and then comparing an astronaut
photo to a representative reference image of that area.

43% are nighttime images. These nighttime images are
taken with commercial cameras and a collection of lenses
ranging from short (14mm) to long (1150mm) focal lengths.
The spatial resolution of the imagery varies, with the high-
est resolution photos at about 3 meters per pixel, approxi-
mately 150 times higher than other competing public data
sets. In contrast to other publicly available datasets, astro-
naut photography captures true-color (RGB) data of night-
time urban lighting patterns. These attributes have proven
to be highly valuable for researchers studying urban de-
velopment, environmental change, economics, and other
fields [17, 35, 43]. The data is commonly used to better
understand or model a wide range of phenomena, includ-
ing impervious land cover, the effect of artificial light on
biological systems (Melatonin Suppression Index), Gross
Domestic Product, and light pollution itself [15, 19, 23].

Some analyses are currently possible only with nighttime
astronaut photography [43]. The study of certain environ-
mental measures requires true color data like that in digital
photos (after calibration [35]), and cannot be done with the
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Figure 2. Astronaut photograph and satellite image of Lon-
don. Left: ISS066-E-172640 (400mm focal length lens). Right:
Suomi NPP/VIIRS data for London, Annual 2016 map via NASA
WorldView. Astronaut photography has significantly higher spa-
tial resolution than the next best nighttime imagery.

band data from nighttime observing satellites like VIIRS.
Yet, due to the imaging conditions inherent to astronaut

photography, much of this data is not geolocated, making
it difficult to use in downstream analysis. Given the vast
Earth area visible to an astronaut at any point in time and the
unconstrained nature of photography in micro-gravity con-
ditions, each astronaut photo can show any portion of the
visible Earth, at any orientation and at a variety of scales de-
pending on the zoom lens used ( Fig. 1). Recorded metadata
only contains the focal length of the lens and the timestamp,
which can be used to determine the location of the ISS at the
time the photo was taken.

There has been a concerted effort to geolocate astronaut
photos manually due to the growing demand for high res-
olution nighttime data sets. This process is time consum-
ing and challenging, even for human experts. Locating a
nighttime image, especially given the lack of high resolu-
tion reference maps, can take minutes to hours per frame,
and georectification via control points adds additional dif-
ficulty. A citizen science project, Cities at Night, was ini-
tiated through a NASA/ESA partnership to assist with lo-
calizing nighttime photos and with the aim of generating a
high resolution global nighttime light map from astronaut
photography. Through these efforts, 26,000 nighttime im-
ages have been localized over the 20+ year history of ISS
astronaut photography, but this equates to just 1.3% of all
nighttime astronaut photography.

Recent works [7, 41] have sought to address the local-
ization problem for daytime astronaut photography, where
there is an abundance of reference satellite imagery of sim-
ilar wavelengths and spatial resolution to use for localiza-
tion. Unfortunately, there is not a comparable collection
of nighttime geolocated satellite imagery to use as refer-
ence as none of the satellites reach the level of detail of
astronaut photographs (Fig. 2). It is precisely the properties
which make nighttime astronaut photography so valuable
that make it difficult to localize.

To account for the lack of a suitable nighttime dataset
for localization, we modify another spatial data source for
use within our localization process. A distinctive fea-

ture of Earth’s appearance at night is artificial light as-
sociated with streets and buildings. Global, geolocated
street network data is readily available from sources like
OpenSteetMap [33] and the Global Roads Inventory Project
(GRIP) [31]. Using this data, we can generate a refer-
ence image capable of matching with a nighttime astronaut
photo.

Using these generated reference images, we build a
method for localizing and georectifying nighttime astronaut
photography of Earth. In astronaut photography, cities are
the dominant nighttime feature and are photographed the
most. Thus, for each astronaut photo we sort a list of cities
based on a likelihood score and iteratively check these by
pairwise matching our generated reference image of the
city with the astronaut photo. Through experimentation we
identify a threshold for matching that yields highly precise
city determination, allowing the use of early stopping in the
localization pipeline. We then use keypoint matches to geo-
rectify the nighttime astronaut photo to the reference im-
age. We evaluate the configurations of components in this
pipeline for matching and localization as detailed in Sec. 5.

All experiments are run on publicly available astronaut
photography in the Gateway to Astronaut Photography of
Earth database at https:\eol.jsc.nasa.gov. From this
database, we select 363 nighttime astronaut photographs
with human expert-labeled location metadata, and combine
these photos with our reference images to form the Astro-
naut Imagery Matching Subset - Night (AIMS-Night), a
challenging evaluation dataset that emphasizes illumination
and perspective changes.

This work makes three main contributions:
• We develop a method for fast and accurate localization

and georectification of nighttime astronaut photography
via comparison to simulated reference images

• We conduct experiments on reference image generation
to illustrate the effects of image properties on matching

• We collect and release an evaluation dataset, AIMS-
Night, of 363 geolocated nighttime astronaut photos with
ground truth human labels

Application of this method to the full collection of nighttime
astronaut photographs will lead to a significant increase in
freely available high resolution geolocated nighttime im-
agery of the Earth and will promote further Earth Science
research of urban areas.

2. Related Works

Astronaut Photography Localization. While Earth scien-
tists have been studying astronaut photography of Earth for
over 50 years, in recent years the computer vision commu-
nity has also taken interest in the localization of this unique
imagery set. Fundamentally, astronaut photography local-
ization can be cast as a visual localization problem, and the
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scale, challenges, and impact of this domain have gener-
ated interest in trying to solve it. A recent method, Find
My Astronaut Photo (FMAP) [41] aims to solve the day-
time astronaut photography localization problem by com-
parison to daytime satellite imagery via pairwise match-
ing. This method shows strong performance but is not de-
signed to handle the related, but markedly different chal-
lenge of nighttime photos where no similar reference im-
agery is available.

Schwind and Storch [40] is the first attempt to address
the nighttime imagery localization problem. Like [41], the
work takes a pairwise matching approach over tiled regions
of the Earth near the ISS nadir point. They rasterize street
data to build a reference map at the same resolution as the
astronaut photo and use BRISK [26] to exhaustively match
each tile at 49 rotations. The work examines a small set of
images, and focuses mainly on the resulting quality of the
georectification of the image, rather than the broad local-
ization problem. While this shows promise, the exhaustive
BRISK strategy is too slow to scale to the entire catalog
of nighttime astronaut photography and inherently sensitive
to small changes in the rasterization procedure. Addition-
ally, their method does not discriminantly localize - some
“matching cities” have 30 point matches, and others 700.
In contrast, our work focuses on a discriminative and rapid
localization procedure that can be applied to the entire col-
lection of nighttime astronaut photography.

Visual Place Recognition and Localization. Visual Place
Recognition and Visual Localization are the related prob-
lems of determining the location depicted in an image and
the camera pose, respectively, from image content alone.
Typical benchmark datasets in these domains comprise
landmark or city level regions, with the goal of identify-
ing where an image is taken within that area [2, 11, 29, 39,
45, 48]. Of particular relevance are datasets that emphasize
illumination differences like Aachen Day-Night [38] and
Tokyo 24/7 [44], which test localization robustness to illu-
mination. For example, in Aachen Day-Night, all reference
images are taken in daylight, while queries consist of day
as well as night imagery. Modern matching pipelines per-
form extraordinarily well even on the night queries, which
encouraged us to run an experiment matching our nighttime
imagery to daylight satellite imagery (see Sec. 5). Popu-
lar approaches to these problems typically have an initial
retrieval stage that identify possible matches by compar-
ing global feature vectors, followed by a pairwise matching
stage to yield high precision predictions [4, 6, 13, 36].

For global localization tasks, recent works have intro-
duced location embeddings trained via contrastive or CLIP-
like setups [24, 30, 47]. These embeddings are primarily
used to localize street level (rather than remotely sensed)
imagery or enhance downstream task performance (i.e. ani-
mal classification, temperature prediction), but similar tech-

ISS037-E-15451: Las Vegas, USA ISS026-E-11065: Chicago, USA

ISS026-E-8537: New York City, USAISS026-E-8537: Houston, USA

ISS026-E-12326: Seoul, South Korea

ISS026-E-10982:  Modena to Reggio Emilia, Italy

Figure 3. Example Nighttime astronaut photos. Each photo
varies in field of view, obliquity, and quality. Cities themselves
vary in structure and light color.

niques could be a fruitful future research angle for astronaut
photography localization.

Image Matching. Image matching focuses on finding the
relationship between two images of the same scene [22].
This is often used for camera pose estimation or 3D recon-
struction via Structure from Motion (SfM) or Simultaneous
Localization and Mapping (SLAM). The general matching
procedure involves extracting and describing image features
from multiple images and then matching features across im-
ages. Optionally, a geometric verification step is used to
prune invalid matches. Traditional image matching meth-
ods were both sparse and handcrafted [28], but recent works
have produced a myriad of solutions that replace different
aspects of the pipeline, or the entire pipeline itself, with
learned components [12, 14, 16, 21, 27, 32, 37, 42].

Astronaut photography by nature has unknown orienta-
tion and therefore research into rotation invariant match-
ing is especially relevant. Some handcrafted descriptors
(SIFT [28], BRISK [26]) have built in rotation invariance,
while others have trained additional orientation estimation
modules [14]. Rotation robustness can also be achieved us-
ing equivariant networks [8], including one work that uses
astronaut photography to evaluate their method [9].

In addition to performance on downstream tasks like
SfM, the Image Matching Challenge [1, 22] serves as a
popular benchmark for these new methods. Despite sig-
nificant progress over the last decade, image matching, par-
ticularly across more dramatic scene variations, is still an
unsolved problem. Illumination conditions, extreme view-
point or scene differences, matching across modalities, and
occlusion all pose difficulties to current methods.

3. Datasets
3.1. Nighttime Astronaut Photography

Astronaut photography of Earth is a unique remote sensing
dataset that complements modern satellite data. The dataset
extends back to the early days of human spaceflight in the
1960s, though we restrict our focus to astronaut photogra-
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phy taken by crew members on the International Space Sta-
tion over the past 20 years. This imagery, captured by hand
in microgravity, lacks any canonical orientation, and given
the large extent of Earth visible at any one time, can cover
viewing angles ranging from nadir-facing (straight down)
to oblique (≈2000 km away). Astronauts have access to
zoom lenses ranging from 25mm to 1150mm, and use the
lenses to take imagery of spatial areas as broad as entire
hemispheres and as specific as city neighborhoods.

To date over 4.6 million images are in this dataset and 1.9
million are nighttime images. Day or night is determined
using the sun elevation angle metadata associated with each
photo, using the condition Elevsun < −15◦ as night.

For nighttime imagery in particular, astronaut photog-
raphy provides the most detailed publicly available data
with minimum ground sample distances of approximately
3 meters/pixel. In comparison, the highest resolution satel-
lite data available is from the Visible Infrared Imaging Ra-
diometer Suite (VIIRS), with spatial resolution of 500 me-
ters/pixel. VIIRS data is procedurally geolocated due to
its known acquisition conditions, making it a simpler data
product to use for researchers. Geolocated nighttime as-
tronaut photography will open up completely new analysis
workflows for nighttime light researchers.

Following the convention of Find My Astronaut Photo,
we develop and release an evaluation set for nighttime
astronaut photography. The Astronaut Image Match-
ing Subset - Night (AIMS-Night) contains 363 night-
time astronaut photographs of Earth with varying look
angles, spatial resolution, image quality, and acquisition
date, which combined form a representative sample of
nighttime astronaut photography. Further details are in
the Supplementary (Sec. 8). Each image has a human-
verified ground truth center point, along with other meta-
data available for all astronaut photography. Sample im-
ages from this set are in Fig. 3. We augment this set
with our reference images, and release it at https:

//eol.jsc.nasa.gov//BeyondThePhotography/

AstronautPhotographyImageMatchingSubset.

3.2. Street Network Data

Street network data, which contains the location and size of
roads, are a key component of modern navigation systems.
The near ubiquity of these systems over the last decade has
lead to an increase in the quality of street network databases,
the most well known publicly available of which is Open-
StreetMap [33]. This and similar street datasets are vector
data, containing geographic coordinates of individual roads
as well as additional metadata such as road type and per-
manence. We choose the Global Roads Inventory Project
(GRIP) roads database for this project due to its global and
“harmonized” nature [31]. This dataset is aggregated from
various national, supranational, and global sources into a

Miami, USA

New York City, USA

Houston, USA

Riyad, Saudi Arabia

Tenerife, Spain

Dammam, Bahrain

Figure 4. Example rasterized street maps. Each map contains
aggregated streets using our custom aggregation strategy.

single collection with a unified classification scheme for
road significance from (1) highways to (5) local roads.

Regional Variation. Due to the variety of underlying
sources of road data in GRIP, there is significant regional
variation in the quality of the data and thus, the produced
street maps. Some regions, where astronaut photography
shows significant nighttime light, do not appear to have
streets in the same region. GRIP data is not temporally con-
sistent nor regularly updated, and some regions have data
only as recent as 1997. This variation makes matching par-
ticularly difficult in some areas of the world.

4. Methods

We present a method for localizing and georectifying night-
time astronaut photography, NightMatch (Fig. 5). First,
NightMatch generates a list of visible cities given the ISS
position, then sorts the list by targeting probability. Night-
Match iteratively checks each city for a match by identify-
ing corresponding keypoints between the astronaut photo
and a reference map generated from street network and
satellite data. Upon finding a confident match (i.e. an as-
tronaut photo/reference map pair with many corresponding
points), the correspondences are used for georectification.

4.1. Generating Reference Images

Rasterizing Street Networks. Rasterization is the pro-
cess of converting vector data to a regular grid - in our
case, converting street network data into a map. We use
Datashader [5] to control the rasterization process, which
allows us to determine the aggregation methodology as well
as shading parameters for the conversion.

Determining Intensity. Street lights on roads are the
dominant nighttime light source (32% of zenith-facing
light) [25], but not all roads contribute equal light. Light
is additive, meaning that more light appears continuously
brighter (until a saturation point is reached). We experiment
with street aggregation strategies to mimic this behavior and
best model the appearance of light in astronaut photography.
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Figure 5. Localization Pipeline. Based on the location of the ISS, we sort the visible cities by targeting likelihood. We iterate through
this queue by generating a reference map of combined daytime satellite imagery and street network data and matching it with the astronaut
photo. Once a city clears our matching threshold, we georectify the astronaut photo using the corresponding keypoints.

For each pixel we determine the intensity via a weighted
sum of the intersecting roads. As highways (GRIP=1) are
typically brightly lit by street lights and have many cars
which produce additional scattered light, they are given the
highest weight, w1 = 3. Other road types are weighted in-
versely to their GRIP classification (Sec. 3.2), wGRIP =
1

class . Thus, a pixel’s intensity is defined as

Ixy =
5∑

GRIP=1

wGRIP ∗
∑

roads(class = GRIP)∧(∩xy) (1)

Sample street maps generated with this scheme are in Fig. 4.

Satellite Imagery. Behind the rasterized street network,
we add daylight satellite imagery to each reference map
as a background layer. This imagery is sourced from a
cloudless composite of Sentinel-2 satellite data produced
by EOX [18]. The data is color corrected for atmospheric
effects and mosaicked yearly to produce a cloud-free data
product that is ideal for use as a reference, as it has the most
unobstructed, matchable area.

Combining Day and Night. Street maps are ideal for sim-
ulating the light produced from cities but are devoid of fea-
tures outside of areas with dense roads. These data-less
areas are unmatchable, despite often being a large portion
of the reference image. On the other hand, nighttime as-
tronaut photos include some texture in road-less areas, as
some Earth features beyond roads are still visible at night
- scattered light, moonglow, and airglow all create an envi-
ronment bright enough that in nighttime astronaut photos,
few pixels are truly black. Fortunately, much of this non-
road texture is present in daytime satellite imagery, mak-
ing such images well suited as a background for our refer-
ence maps. Adding this reasonable background increases
the matchable area significantly, resulting in more images
localized (Sec. 6).

To combine the images, we first ensure that both are geo-
aligned, such that each cover the same area. Then, we set

all non-road pixels in the street map transparent, and alpha-
blend (α = 0.7) the remaining area. The result is a feature-
rich reference image which maintains an emphasis on the
significance of roads but is less sparse (Fig. 6).

Determining Reference Extent. With the extreme dis-
tances and angles in oblique astronaut photography, there
can be significant perspective shift between a nadir view
of a city and the astronaut’s view through the camera lens.
Many image matching methods are not robust to such ex-
treme viewpoint shifts, so we apply a perspective transform
to produce a view of the query city as it might appear to the
astronaut. The first step toward generating this simulated
view is determining the area visible for each image (i.e. for
a high focal length lens, the image might just contain a por-
tion of the city, while for a lower focal length lens, the entire
city and some surrounding area may be visible) by model-
ing the likely extent of a given astronaut photograph.

To determine a photo’s likely extent, we model the field
of view of the camera as if it were pointed at the center of
a city. With a known ISS position and the hypothesis that
the camera body is aimed at the city center, we can deter-
mine the camera extrinsic matrix with respect to an Earth
Centered Inertial frame, and then project the corners of the
image plane onto the Earth (into a geodetic frame). This
technique yields the approximate ground field of view for
each query. By mapping the image plane corners to the cor-
responding field of view corners, we get a perspective trans-
form that, when applied to the reference image, will make
that query appear as it would to an astronaut on the ISS.

4.2. Matching and Localization

City Selection and Prioritization Pairwise image match-
ing can be constructed to have very high precision, such that
once we’ve found a positive city match, we can be confi-
dent that it is a correct localization and cease searching ad-
ditional cities ([41] calls this the “early stopping” property).
This makes the order of city verification critical to the total
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runtime of this approach. As checking a single query takes
≈5 seconds, formulating a well prioritized search queue be-
comes the dominant runtime component.

We build a prioritization function based only on a pri-
ori available metadata such that our queue is ordered by
the likelihood that the astronaut photo is centered on a par-
ticular city. Population serves as an easy-to-gather metric
that correlates strongly with a city’s nighttime brightness -
heuristically, brighter, more populous cities tend to be pho-
tographed more often than less populous ones. Similarly,
cities nearer to the ISS are more likely to be photographed
than distant ones.

Based on these two principles, we construct our ranking
function in Eq. (2). Cities are scored proportionally to their
ground distance d from the ISS nadir point, and inversely
with their population rank. Population rank [34] is an in-
teger from 1-14 representing how populous a city is; more
populous cities get a larger rank, and are thus brought to-
ward the top of the queue. Equation (2) was determined ex-
perimentally to balance the two factors, so that cities closest
to the ISS, along with further but more populous cities, are
near the top of the queue.

sort score =
d

population rank4
(2)

We initialize the queue with all of the cities from the Nat-
ural Earth 10m cultural database [34] that fall within 1200
km of the ISS nadir point. These are the cities visible to
an astronaut at any point in time. Cities are then sorted in
ascending order with Eq. (2).

Pairwise Matching. We iterate through the queue, generat-
ing a reference map for each city and then matching it with
the nighttime astronaut photo using the ALIKED keypoint
extractor [49] and LightGlue matcher [27]. Aligning rota-
tion is critical to astronaut photography localization [9, 41],
yet this extractor/matcher combination is not rotation invari-
ant, so we test against eight 40◦ rotations of the reference
map. We use the max accuracy LightGlue setup with a con-
fidence filter threshold of 0.1. We perform geometric verifi-
cation of matches using OpenCV MAGSAC [3, 10] with a
reprojection threshold of 5 pixels and 100K iterations.

Georectification. Upon finding a positive match, we use
the geometrically verified keypoint correspondences (com-
monly “inliers”) to georectify the image. These points are
passed as pixel coordinate/geographic coordinate pairs to
GDAL’s affine transformation estimator for warping [20].

5. Experiments
To find the optimal reference image generation procedure
and matcher, we conduct experiments on each component
of our pipeline. Understanding that image matching tech-
niques are robust to certain scene variations, but often only

to a limited degree, we separately test (1) different feature
extraction/matching methods for their robustness and (2)
reference image generation procedures to bring the refer-
ence image appearance closer to that of the astronaut photo.
We run all experiments on the AIMS-Night dataset, with
results presented in Tab. 1.

5.1. “Best Case" Pairs - Testing Matching Methods

We first investigate the performance of different image
matching methods, given a fixed astronaut photo / reference
map pair. We use the ground truth center point of the as-
tronaut photo and the computed surrounding field of view
to produce a reference image that encompasses the same
area. This is the “best case” for matching, as we know that
the images cover the same region. In contrast, when the
true image center point is not known, we can only guess the
center of the image to produce a matching region. In such
cases, we assume the center of the image is the center of
the city, but this is rarely exactly true. In the “best case“
scenario, a robust matcher should produce a high number of
inliers, so it is a good test case for determining matchability.

We evaluate representative matchers from three classes:
handcrafted (SIFT [28], BRISK [26]), learned de-
tector/matcher (ALIKED [49]-LightGlue [27], Super-
Point [37]-LightGlue, Steerers [9]), and learned, dense (de-
tector free) matchers (SE2-LoFTR [8]). When a method is
not advertised as rotation invariant, we perform eight 40◦

rotations on the astronaut photo. Performance is measured
as number of matching pairs in AIMS-Night that exceed an
inlier threshold.

5.2. “Best Scene Simulation" - Testing Reference
Image Generation

We next examine the affects of reference image types on
matching performance. We again use the “best case” match-
ing scenario, to isolate the impact of the reference image it-
self. We examine four reference generation processes: (1)
given the strong performance of matching methods across
illumination conditions, we first examine matching with
daytime satellite imagery of the city area (2) we follow the
rasterization procedure of [40], producing a binary image,
with highways wider than other streets (3) we implement
our own rasterization procedure that models street light as
additive (Sec. 4.1), and (4) we combine daytime satellite
data and rasterized roads via alpha blending. An example of
reference maps produced with each procedure is in Fig. 6.

6. Results

Matching Method Results Results of the experiments in
Sec. 5 are reported in Tab. 1. Thresholds are determined
experimentally by finding a number which reasonably min-
imizes false positives. For example, a threshold of 100 indi-
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Figure 6. Reference Image Comparison. A: Daytime Satellite
Image B: Rasterized Street Map - Binary C: Rasterized Street Map
- Custom D: Street Map + Satellite

cates that images that are not of the same area almost always
have less than 100 inliers.

With these thresholds, two learned, detector-based meth-
ods (ALIKED and SuperPoint) with the LightGlue matcher
perform best. Following these is a new, rotation invariant
method Steerers, which uses DINOv2 as feature extractor,
which may account for its strong performance.

Image Generation Method Results. Changing the refer-
ence image has significant impact on matching and over-
all localization performance (Tab. 1). Considering the ex-
treme illumination difference, matching against a daytime
satellite image (a setting that closely mirrors FMAP [41])
shows surprisingly strong results. This could be due to
roads still being a prominent feature in greyscale satellite
imagery (Fig. 2 B). However, all methods that incorporate

a street map perform better, illustrating the potency of these
features. Our custom aggregation strategy yields, on aver-
age, an improvement over a binary map (the setting anal-
ogous to [40]), though it does not universally improve re-
sults in all matchers tested. This leads us to believe that the
additional texture provided by more detailed/realistic maps
might be ignored by some descriptors (SIFT, ALIKED).

Best performance comes from the most realistic refer-
ence image - overlaying the street network on top of a day-
time satellite image of the area. This was the best reference
image type for all matchers, which we attribute to the more
realistic simulation of the true scene compared to daylight
or street only references, as well as the increase in match-
able area compared to street maps alone.

AIMS-Night Localization. On the AIMS-Night evaluation
set, our final method localizes 81.8% of images correctly
(within 50 km of the ground truth center point). We use all
inlier keypoints for our warps, producing an average repro-
jection error of 18.50 pixels (≈3% of image size) on confi-
dently localized images. Samples of positive localizations
are in the Supplementary (Fig. 9).

Failure Modes. Of the 20% of AIMS-Night that were not
properly localized, most can be classified into a few com-
mon failure modes. First are areas with insufficient road
data. In such cases, the reference maps are predominantly
the satellite image background. The next most common
failure case is with highly oblique images. Here, the view
is taken at such an extreme angle that the features in the as-
tronaut photo do not appear similar to those in the reference
map. Carefully modeling the image acquisition angle and
using it to add a perspective shift to the reference map helps
matching in some of these conditions, but is still insuffu-
cient in the most extreme cases. Samples of failure cases
can be found in the Supplementary (Fig. 10).

6.1. Ablations

Finally, we ablate components to better understand how
each piece contributes to the method’s success. We break
down the pipeline per Tab. 2. The baseline method takes the
naive approach to each aspect - generating a default count-
aggregated street map, choosing cities by proximity to ISS
nadir only, and matching only with a North up reference
map. We use queue size of 50 cities.

Adding in city prioritization only has a small impact on
localization performance (mainly where the true city was
not in the naive top 50), but significantly improves runtime,
as the matching city moves higher up in the search queue.
We separately analyze the impact of ranking in Tab. 3. Our
city ranking method reduces the average queue placement
of the correct city by 50% over the best naive approach
(population). As our method is complete upon finding a
strong match (i.e. without having to visit all cities in the
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Matching Method Thresh Time (s) % Strong Matches (N=363)
Day Sat Streets - Bin Streets - Custom Streets + Sat Avg

C
ra

ft
ed SIFT - MNN [28] 25 13.34 7% 4% 16% 10% 9%

BRISK - FLANN [26]† 5 4.93 6% 18% 20% 5% 12%

D
en

se SE2-LoFTR* [8] 30 3.06 8% 11% 14% 18% 13%

L
ea

rn
ed

D
et

ec
to

r Steerers* [9] 100 3.37 56% 35 % 46% 72% 52%
SuperPoint - LG [27, 37] 100 4.55 47% 62% 65% 74% 62%
SIFT - LG [27, 28] 100 6.52 12% 15% 13% 20% 15%
ALIKED - LG [27, 49] 100 5.07 57% 69% 68% 78% 68%
DISK - LG [27, 46] 20 10.70 10% 25% 32% 20% 18%

Average - 6.44 30.4% 32.4% 37.3% 44.4% -

Table 1. AIMS-night Strong Matches with “Best Case” Reference Area. A strong match is defined as # inliersAstro Photo⇔Ref Img >
threshmethod. Best overall result bolded, best along each axis underlined. Time is per image per query. † denotes our best attempt to
re-implement the method in [40]. * indicates a rotation invariant matcher, so no orientation augmentation is performed.

Method Component % Localized Runtime/Image (s)

Baseline 19% 9.8
+ Orientation TTA (4x/8x) 51% / 61% (+ 32% / + 42%) 36.1 / 30.9
+ Streets/Sat Reference 73.75% (+12.75%) 39.1
+ City Prioritization 79.8% (+6.05%) 33.3
+ Perspective FOV 81.8% (+2%) 111.5

Table 2. Ablations. Impact of each component on localization
performance and runtime. Queue size = 50 cities.

Queuing Method Average Correct City Placement (↓)

2000 km 1200 km

Distance 25.8 21.8
Population 34.8 13.9
Custom (Eq. 2) 9.8 7.1

Table 3. City Ranking Method Comparison. Our city ranking
method places the correct city higher in a queue than baselines,
resulting in reduced runtimes for localization. Queues containing
all cities within 2000 and 1200 km are tested. Lower is better.

queue), this reduces the runtime by 35 seconds on average.
The other ablations focus on the matching itself. Sim-

ple match-time orientation augmentation, to account for the
unknown orientation of the astronaut photo, results in the
largest improvement. Our enhanced, streets+satellite refer-
ence map improves the visual scene similarity to the night-
time photo, yielding a 12.75% improvement over a base-
line street-only reference image. The perspective field of
view, which more accurately models the scene area captured
and applies a perspective warp to match the astronaut per-
spective, gives a small improvement particularly with more
oblique imagery, but comes at a substantial runtime cost.

7. Conclusions

This work robustly addresses the nighttime astronaut pho-
tography of Earth localization problem for the first time. In

compliment to recent successes in daytime astronaut pho-
tography localization, we introduce a fast method for local-
izing nighttime astronaut imagery. Using street vector data
in combination with satellite imagery, we show we can pro-
duce a reference image to serve as a strong matching target
for nighttime photography of the Earth. In lieu of a full scan
of the visible Earth area, we prioritize city centers, making
our method fast and efficient. Upon localization, we then
georectify the nighttime image to produce an analysis-ready
data product for nighttime light researchers.

Our experiments indicate that the quality of the reference
image is of paramount importance. While both street vec-
tor data and daytime satellite imagery produce matchable
reference images in many cases, each is missing a key com-
ponent as the daytime satellite image does not properly em-
phasize roads, the primary feature of nighttime photos, and
the street maps alone lack texture in areas without dense
road coverage. The two datasets combined mitigate their
respective weaknesses and significantly improve matching.

The matcher itself also plays a critical role. We find
ALIKED-LightGlue to be a strong detector/matcher com-
bination that identifies correct matches with high precision,
while having very few false positives. In our testing, images
not localized typically fall into categories that are known to
be difficult for all modern matching methods, namely ex-
treme perspective/scale changes and textureless pairs.

Finally, we collect and release AIMS-Night, an evalua-
tion set that represents the challenges associated with night-
time astronaut photography localization. We hope releasing
this set encourages future work on localizing this imagery.

This method is immediately applicable to the
over two million nighttime astronaut photographs
of Earth, transforming the collection into a high
quality geolocated data product for analysis.
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